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A selection of international record labels, blogs and websites that feature 78rpm 

recordings.  

 

Amnesiac Archive  

https://amnesiac-archive.com/ 

(run by the author) 
 

Canary Records 

https://canary-records.bandcamp.com/ 

 

Ceints de bakélite 

https://ceintsdebakelite.com/ 
 

Document Records 

http://www.document-records.com/ 

 

Dust-To-Digital 

http://www.dust-digital.com/ 
 

EMI Archive Trust 

http://www.emiarchivetrust.org/ 

 

Excavated Shellac 

https://excavatedshellac.com/ 
 

The Great 78rpm project 

https://great78.archive.org/ 

 

JSP Records 

http://www.jsprecords.com/ 
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Mainspring Press Blog 

https://78records.wordpress.com/ 
 

Museum of Obsolete Media 

http://www.obsoletemedia.org/ 

 

Mississippi Records 

https://sites.google.com/site/mississippicsr/ 
 

Museum of Obsolete Media 

http://www.obsoletemedia.org/ 

 

New Zealand’s 78rpm record site 

http://www.78rpm.net.nz/ 
(a fantastic resource for Aus & NZ 78s – run by Adam Miller) 

 

Olvido Records 

http://olvidorecords.com/ 
 

Renair Records 

http://www.forcedexposure.com/Labels/RENAIR.UK.html 

 

78rpm and Cylinder Recordings Archive 

https://archive.org/details/78rpm 
 

Smithsonian Folkways Recordings 

https://folkways.si.edu/ 
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Sounds of Yesteryear (1903 – 1941) 

http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/audiovisual_records/highlights/69143505-
f7b9-11e5-b6f6-0050568939ad?play=true 

Selections by Ross Laird covering the recording industry in Singapore from 1903 – 
1941.  
 

Sublime Frequencies  

http://www.sublimefrequencies.com/ 
 

Ted Staunton’s 78rpm label gallery  

http://www.tedstaunton.com/ 

 

Tompkins Square  

http://www.tompkinssquare.com/ 
 

World Arbiter  

http://arbiterrecords.org/ 

 

Organisations 

 

Association for Recorded Sound Collections (ARSC) 

http://www.arsc-audio.org/index.php 
 

Australasian Sound Recordings Association (ASRA) 

http://www.asra.asn.au/ 

 

City of London Phonograph & Gramophone Society (CLPGS) 

http://www.clpgs.org.uk/ 
 

International Association of Sound and Audio-visual Archives (IASA) 

https://www.iasa-web.org/ 
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Selected list of labels that feature CD or digital reissues of Australian and New Zealand 

78rpm recordings.  

 

Antiquarian  

A CD reissue label that was run by Chris Long from Victoria, Australia. Active from 
1998 – 2002. Each release featured a substantial and thorough monograph written 

by Long, with many accompanying illustrations and photographs. The complete 
Antiquarian catalogue is listed below.  

 

- Melbourne in the 1920s 

A reissue series of rare jazz, dance and popular music recorded in Melbourne 
from  

1925 – 1930.  
 

Antiquarian CL101 – “Melbourne in the 1920s” (Volume 1). Includes a 12 page 

A4-size monograph covering Melbourne’s earliest recording studios, and the 

artists’ biographies.  

 

Antiquarian CL102 – “Melbourne in the 1920s” (Volume 2). Includes a 16 page 

A4-size monograph.  

 

Antiquarian CL104 – “Melbourne in the 1920s” (Volume 3). Includes a 28 age 

A4-size monograph.  

 

Antiquarian CL105* – “Melbourne in the 1920s” (Volume 4).  

 

Antiquarian CL106* – “Melbourne in the 1920s” (Volume 5) 

 

*Note: CL105 (Volume 4) and CL106 (Volume 5) were supplied as a two-CD 

set with a 28 page A4-size monograph.  
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- Sydney 1926: The First Discs 

The following 2-CD set was released on the 75th anniversary of Sydney’s first 
commercial disc recordings. The package contains every dance music and 

jazz track recorded by Sydney’s first commercial disc recording studio from 
its inception (July 1926) to the end of its initial ‘R’ matrix series (February 1927). 

 

Antiquarian CL107 – “Sydney 1926: The First Discs” (CD 1). Produced by 

Chris Long and Mike Sutcliffe.  
 

Antiquarian CL108 – “Sydney 1926: The First Discs” (CD 2). Produced by 

Chris Long and Mike Sutcliffe.  

 

*Note: CL107 and CL108 were issued as a 2-CD set combined with a 56-page 

illustrated A4-sized book.  
 

- Sonny Clay’s Plantation Orchestra 

Features the complete output of issued 78 rpm recordings by the only black 

jazz band to visit Australia between the wars. Includes an authoritative, 
profusely illustrated 10 page A4 booklet.  

 

Antiquarian CL103 – “Sonny Clay – Deportation Blues (1928)”.  

 
Long also has a YouTube channel where he periodically uploads rare 78 rpm 

Australian recordings. @AusRadioHistorian 
https://www.youtube.com/user/AusRadioHistorian  

 

Atoll CD 

An independent New Zealand record label dedicated to classical, historical and 
contemporary music. Releases of 78 rpm material include a complete reissue of the 

1930 Sydney recordings of the Maori trio The Tahiwis.   
http://www.atollcd.com/ 
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Crystal Stream Audio 

A CD reissue label run by Ian Dodds and based in Buninyong, Victoria, Australia. 
Active from 1997 – present. As of October 2017, the catalogue boasts 365 releases, 

featuring reissues of Australian 78 rpm recordings from artists like Des Tooley, Sidney 
Burchall, Jim Davidson and George Sorlie. The focus of this label is on jazz and 
popular music.  

http://www.crystream.com.au/ 
 

Cumquat Records 

An independent record label from Melbourne, Australia that is now defunct. It was 

run by composer and musician Bruce Clarke, (presumably until his death in July 
2008). The Cumquat catalogue focuses on Australian jazz and Hawaiian music. The 

website for Cumquat is no longer active, but it is partly viewable through the Internet 
Archive’s Wayback Machine. Enter the following address into the Wayback Machine: 

www.cumquatrecords.com.au/ 
 

Kiwi Pacific International 

A label based in Wellington, New Zealand that has reissued the 1929 Sydney 

recordings of legendary Maori singers Ana Hato and Deane Waretini, as well as the 
Waiata Maori Choir.  

http://www.kiwipacific.com/ 
 

More information on the history of this label can be read here:  
https://www.audioculture.co.nz/labels/kiwi 

 

Lyric CDs 

A private CD reissue label run by Geoffrey Orr, based in Caulfield North, Victoria, 
Australia. Orr’s catalogue of CD releases run into the hundreds, and a selection of 

them are catalogued on Trove and accessible through the State Libraries of both 
Victoria and New South Wales: http://trove.nla.gov.au/  
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The Lyric CD catalogue includes rare Australian recordings of jazz music, dance 
music, popular vocalists, radio shows and Hawaiian music.  

 

Rouseabout Records  

A label in the ‘Undercover Music’ umbrella (along with Silent Recordings and Yep! 
Records), established by Warren Fahey and Nick Wales. Fahey remains the Executive 

Producer for Rouseabout. A list of artists and albums released by Rouseabout can 
be viewed through this link: http://www.undercovermusic.com.au/artists.htm 

 
There is a series of digital reissue albums of Australian 78rpm recordings that are 

forthcoming on the Rouseabout label, all produced by Michael Alexandratos. Here 
are a few of the titles currently in the pipeline: 

 

Johnny Wade - Hawaiian Crooner Volume 1 (1937 - 1946) 

Johnny Wade - Hawaiian Crooner Volume 2 (1949 – 1956) 

“Australian Aboriginal Songs” – The Recordings of Professor E.H. Davies (1930) 

Before the Boomerang Came Back: a compilation of musical Aboriginalia (1949 

– 1960)  

Tom Katz and His Saxophone Band: the complete recordings (1928 – 1932) 
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Glossary 

 

NB: These definitions are based on entries from the following two-volume reference 

work: 
 

Hoffmann, Frank W., ed. Encyclopedia of recorded sound. 2nd ed. New York, NY: 

Routledge, 2005. 

 

Cassette  

Also known as audiocassette, music cassette, compact cassette, or cassette tape. 

This analogue-tape format was introduced by Philips in 1963 as dictating-machine 
technology. Superior tape formulations, better drive systems, and the introduction of 

noise reduction systems helped to increase its audio-fidelity status. Major record 
companies also began to issue tape versions of their new releases from the mid-

1960s onwards. Cassettes remained a portable alternative to the LP disc until 
Compact Disc (CD) technology was introduced in 1983.  
 

Discography  

The study of sound recordings, more particularly of disc recordings; it is equivalent 
to bibliography and like that science it has several subdivisions. These include:  
 

- Descriptive discography 

This approach is concerned with the physical aspects of a recording, including 
the sound signal it carries. A comprehensive description of a disc recording 
would include attention to its dimensions, colour, label, manufacturer, matrix 

number and manufacturer’s number (among others). Basic information is often 
printed on the label of a record, including title, name of composer or author, 

and name of the performer. There is usually a vast array of primary and 
secondary literature to consult for facts about performers, recording dates, 

take numbers, reissues, and recording techniques. The end-product of 
descriptive discography may turn on any one of the aspects mentioned, or 

more than one. The work done in descriptive discography is carried over into 
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enumerative or historical discography, as a contribution to a listing of some 
kind or the account of a record company’s activities (see below).  

 

- Enumerative discography 

‘Enumerative’ refers to the listing of records, and is the predominant mode of 

research and publication in the field of discography.  
 

- Historical discography  

This discipline is focused on the activities of key individuals and firms. Those 

who examine the record industry usually begin with a single company, or label, 
and do archival research that leads to a narrative history. Recordings are the 

basic artefacts that are studied. Part of that history involves the list of 
recordings produced under a label name. These label listings are formed 
around the serial numbers (catalogue numbers, or matrix numbers) given by 

record makers to their products.  
 

45 rpm discs 

Records revolving at 45rpm were introduced by RCA Victor in the U.S. in February 

1949, and were seven inches in diameter. Initially released as competition to the 
Columbia LP [Long-playing record], both companies eventually saw the advantages 

of using each other’s format. Columbia began producing 45-rpm discs of popular 
songs in late 1950 that carried one song per side (or two songs, in the extended-play 

“EP” format), which proved successful with younger buyers.  
 

Long-playing record  

Efforts were made since the introduction of commercial sound recordings to extend 

the playing time of a record. In 1932, Columbia made 12-inch records that played at 
33 1/3-rpm, with a playing time of about 20 minutes, for use as intermission music in 

motion picture theatres. Eventually that speed was employed by Columbia as it 
introduced the modern LP record in 1948. Columbia made their 33 1/3-rpm disc 

available in 10-inch and 12-inch sizes, with the latter size able to fit around 20 minutes 
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per side. This 12-inch LP format became the new industry model, and remained so 
until the arrival of the Compact Disc (CD) in 1983. 

 

Microgroove discs 

Also termed long-playing records, or LPs – are named after the grooves, which are 
much smaller than those on a 78rpm record. The smaller grooves on these records 

allow for much longer playing times on each side of the disc. LPs and 45s both have 
microgrooves.  

 

Reissues  

A reissue is a new release of an earlier recording. This process is often inspired by 
the introduction of a new recording format. The reissue of 78rpm recordings onto LPs 

started in the early 1950s, and was spurred by the lack of interest by major record 
companies to preserve their back catalogue and keep it in print. Independent labels 

like Riverside, Folkways and Yazoo drew upon the collections of dedicated 
enthusiasts to reissue hundreds of “forgotten” and rare recordings of early jazz, blues 

and country music. The major companies followed suit when they realised that there 
was a new and receptive market for these kinds of recordings. The music on these 

early reissue LPs was highly influential, inspiring the folk revival of the 1960s, as well 
as the countless blues and hard rock acts that followed.  

 
For more in-depth discussion around the history of reissuing 78 rpm recordings, refer 

to the following article in Issue #4 of Sound American.  

Ian Nagoski interviews Dick Spottswood. Sound American 4: What is American 

Music? 

http://soundamerican.org/sa_archive/sa4/sa4-ian-nagoski-interviews-dick-

spottswood.html 
 

78-rpm discs or ‘78s’ 

Records revolving at 78 rpm, also known as standard or coarse groove discs, were 

the international industry norm from the 1920s until the introduction of the Columbia 
long-playing record (LP) in 1948. Earlier discs had displayed a variety of speeds, from 
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70 rpm to more than 90 rpm, although 76-80 was most common after 1900. 78-rpm 
discs were commonly manufactured with a diameter of 10 or 12 inches. 10-inch 

78rpm discs usually played for around 3 minutes per side, while 12-inch 78s could 
play from 4 to 5 minutes. In 1957 mass commercial manufacture of 78s ceased.  

 

Shellac  

Shellac is a resinous compound secreted by the lac, a tree insect native to India, 
Burma, and Thailand. It was used to make most disc records from about 1896 to 

about 1948. 
 

Problems in the use of shellac for records included the uncertain quality of the shellac 
itself, which was often loaded with impurities. Shellac was subject to gross surface 

noise produced by the abrasive filler – most of it limestone. Another problem was the 
brittleness of the record, requiring great care and cost in handling, packaging, and 

shipping.  
 

Shellac was finally replaced as a disc ingredient by vinyl, first introduced in the 1930s, 
and rendered ubiquitous by the LP record.  

 

Vinyl  

The compound used in making disc records, replacing shellac gradually in the 1940s 
and then totally with the advent of the LP record.  
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